
A proof of the Riemann HypothesisHisanobu ShinyaJuly 21, 2011Email address: hisanobushinya�yahoo.omAbstratIn this paper, we give a proof of the Riemann Hypothesis.Also, we disuss in details on a weak part of our argument.1 IntrodutionLet �(s) denote the Riemann �-funtion.In this paper, we give a proof of the following theorem.Theorem 1. All the nontrivial zeros of the Riemann �-funtion have thereal part equal to 1=2.The key lemma to a proof of Theorem 1 is the following integral in-equality:Lemma 1. Let U(x+ iu) := �(1� x� iu)j�(1� x� iu)jand �(x+ iu) := ��(x+iu)=2�[(x+ iu)=2℄:There is a onstant A�, depending on �, suh that����Z 1�1(1 � �(1�x)=2+iu=2)�0(x� iu)U(x+ iu)j�(1 � x� iu)j j�(x+ iu)j2du����� A�Xq�1 log qq1+2(x�1=2) ; (1)valid for all x 2 (1; 3=2) and all � > 0.A proof of this integral inequality is given in Setion 3.The following lemma is used in the proof of Lemma 1.Lemma 2. For any m;n > 0 and any x1; x2 with <x1;<x2 > 0, we haveZ 1�1m�x1+itn�x2+it�(x1 + it)�(x2 + it)dt= 2�m�2x1n�x2�x1�(m;n; x1; x2); (2)where �(m;n;X;Y ) := Z 10 e�v(nm)�1e�v�1vX�Y�1dv:1



We prove this lemma in Setion 2.In Setion 4, we omplete a proof of the Riemann Hypothesis usingwhat have been shown.In Setion 5, we make a note on our argument, whih seems to beunavoidable for the validation of this paper.Sine Lemma 2 is founded on the fat that the �-funtion �(x+ it) isa rapidly dereasing funtion of t for eah �xed x > 0, we end this setionby giving a proof of this fat, for the sake of ompleteness.Lemma 3. For eah �xed x > 0, �(x+it) is a rapidly dereasing funtionof the real variable t.Proof. The integral representation of the �-funtion is�(x+ iy) = Z 10 e�ttx+iy�1dt:In this equation, we make the hange of variable t = e�2�u, and obtain�(x+ iy) = Z 1�1 2�e�e�2�ue�2�xue�2�iyudu:If we denote the Fourier transform of a funtion f byF [f ℄(y) := Z 1�1 f(t)e�2�iyudu;then the funtion �(x + iy) is regarded as the Fourier transform of thefuntion (t) := 2�e�e�2�te�2�xt = 1(t)2(t);where x is a �xed positive real number and1(t) := 2�e�e�2�t ; 2(t) := e�2�xt:Sine the Fourier transform of a rapidly dereasing funtion is alsorapidly dereasing, we prove below that (t) is rapidly dereasing. Thenthe lemma follows immediately.First, we note that(k)2 (t) = (�1)k(2�x)ke�2�xt;and so (k)2 (t) dereases exponentially as t ! +1 for eah k � 0, and itinreases like e2�xjtj as t! �1 for eah k � 0.Seond, we have(1)1 (t) = 2�(�1)(�2�)e�2�te�e�2�t ;and so (1)1 (t) dereases like e�2�t as t! +1 and does so like e2�jtje�e2�jtjas t! �1.By indution on k, we �nd out that (k)1 (t) has the form(k)1 (t) = nkXi=1 ai;ke�2�bi;kt1(t);for some positive integers nk and bi;k, and for some real numbers ai;k.Hene, we see that (k)1 (t) dereases exponentially as t! +1 for eahk � 0, and does so in the order of magnitude at most e2�jtje�e2�jtj ast! �1 for eah k � 0. 2



Now by Leibniz's formula, we have(k)(t) = dkdtk [1(t)2(t)℄ = kXi=1 k!i!(k � i)!(i)1 (t)(k�i)2 (t):Sine eah term of this sum deays faster than jtj�m for any positiveinteger m, we see that (t) is a rapidly dereasing funtion.As noted above, this establishes the lemma.2 Proof of Lemma 2In this setion, we give a proof of Lemma 2.We begin by the following expression:Z 1�1m�x1+itn�x2+it�(x1 + it)�(x2 + it)dt: (3)We apply to (3) the multipliation formula [1℄Z 1�1F [f ℄(t)g(t)dt = Z 1�1 f(t)F [g℄(t)dt;whih is valid when f; g are rapidly dereasing funtions; this argumentis validated by Lemma 3.In doing so, we reognize on (3)�(x+ it) = F [2�e�e�2�ue�2�xu℄(t);and mit = e2�(logm=2�)it; nit = e2�(log n=2�)it:We reall that F [f(x + h)℄(�) = F [f ℄(�)e2�ih�F [f(x)e�2�ixh℄(�) = F [f ℄(� + h):With these results, we an rewrite (3) as follows:m�x1n�x2 Z 1�1mitnit�(x1 + it)�(x2 + it)dt= m�x1n�x2 Z 1�1 e2�(logm=2�)itF [2�e�e�2�ue�2�x1u℄(t)� e2�(log n=2�)itF [2�e�e�2�ue�2�x2u℄(t)dt= m�x1n�x2 Z 1�1 e2�(logm=2�)itF [2�e�e�2�ue�2�x1u℄(t)� e2�(log n=2�)itF�1[2�e�e2�ue2�x2u℄(t)dt= 4�2m�x1n�x2 Z 1�1 e�e�2�(u+logm=2�)� e�2�x1(u+logm=2�)e�e2�(u�logn=2�)e2�x2(u�logn=2�)du= 4�2m�x1n�x2 Z 1�1 e�m�1e�2�ue�2�ux1�m�x1e�e2�un�1e2�ux2n�x2du:
(4)
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(We used the multipliation formula in the third equality.)Making the hange of variable v = e�2�u, we have4�2m�2x1n�x2 Z 1�1 e�m�1e�2�ue�2�ux1� e�e2�un�1e2�ux2n�x2du= 2�m�2x1n�2x2 Z 10 e�vm�1e�v�1n�1vx1�x2�1dv: (5)In addition, making the hange of variable vn = w in the last expressionof (5), we get4�2m�2x1n�x2 Z 1�1 e�m�1e�2�ue�2�ux1� e�e2�un�1e2�ux2n�x2du= 2�m�2x1n�x2�x1 Z 10 e�w(nm)�1e�w�1wx1�x2�1dw: (6)Combining (4), (5), and (6), we havem�x1n�x2 Z 1�1mitnit�(x1 + it)�(x2 + it)dt= 2�m�2x1n�x2�x1�(m;n;x1; x2): (7)This ompletes the proof the lemma.3 Proof of Lemma 1In this setion, we prove Lemma 1.Choose x to be 0 < <x < 1.In Lemma 2, we put x1 = (1 � x)=2 and x2 = x=2; also, making thehange of variable t = u=2, we have2�1 Z 1�1m�(1�x)=2+iu=2n�x=2+iu=2�[(1� x)=2 + iu=2℄�(x=2 + iu=2)du= 2�m�(1�x)n�1=2�(m;n; (1� x)=2; x=2): (8)Next, replaing in (8) m and n by ��1r and ��1q2, respetively, andthen multiplying both sides by 2��1r1�x = 2��2(1�x)=2��2x=2r2(1�x)=2,we obtain Z 1�1 r(1�x)=2+iu=2q�x+iu�(1� x+ iu)�(x+ iu)du= 4�1=2+2(1�x)q�1�(��1r; ��1q2; (1� x)=2; x=2): (9)Substituting r = 1 and then r = � (� > 0) in (9), and taking thedi�erene of the left and right members of the obtained formulas, we haveZ 1�1(1� �(1�x)=2+iu=2)q�x+iu�(1 � x+ iu)�(x+ iu)du= 4�1=2+2(1�x)B(x; q)q�1; (10)4



whereB(x; q) := �(��1; ��1q2; (1�x)=2; x=2)��(��1�; ��1q2; (1�x)=2; x=2):By the fator 1��(1�x)=2+iu=2, the left integral of (10) has the analytiontinuation to the region 1 � <x < 3 with its integral representationbeing kept valid there.In addition, it is easy to see that the integral for the fator � on theright also onverges for eah x in the right half-plane <x > 0.Thus we see that the equation (10) extends to the region 0 < <x < 3.From here on, we hoose x to be 1 < <x < 3=2.Multiplying both sides of (10) by �(q) (the arithmetial Mangoldt�-funtion) and summing over all q � 1, we getZ 1�1(1 � �(1�x)=2+iu=2)��0(x� iu)�(x� iu) �(1 � x+ iu)�(x+ iu)du= 4�1=2+2(1�x)Xq�1 �(q)B(x; q)q : (11)At this point, we reall that�(x+ iu)�(x+ iu) = �(1� x� iu)�(1 � x� iu);or 1�(1 � x� iu)�(x+ iu) = 1�(x+ iu)�(1� x� iu): (12)The omplex onjugate of the left member of (12) is that of the rightmember of the same equation. Hene, we see that1�(1� x� iu)�(x+iu) 1�(x� iu)�(1�x+iu) = 1j�(1� x� iu)j2 j�(x+iu)j2:Using this in (11) and noting that1 = �(1� x� iu)�(1� x� iu) ;we haveZ 1�1(1� �(1�x)=2+iu=2)��0(x� iu)U(x+ iu)j�(1 � x� iu)j j�(x+ iu)j2du= 4�1=2+2(1�x)Xq�1 �(q)B(x; q)q ; (13)where U(x+ iu) := �(1 � x� iu)j�(1 � x� iu)j :Now we give an estimate for the fator B(x; q).We begin with the de�nition of B(x; q)B(x; q) = �(��1; ��1q2; (1� x)=2; x=2)� �(��1�; ��1q2; (1� x)=2; x=2)= Z 10 [e�v�2q�2 � e�v�2��1q�2 ℄e�v�1v�1=2�xdv:Making the hange of variable u = vq�2, we haveB(x; q) = q1�2x Z 10 [e�u�2 � e�u�2��1 ℄e�u�1q�2u�1=2�xdu: (14)5



If we use the boundje�u�2 � e�u�2��1 ju�1(�  : u 2 (0; 1)� je�u�2 � e�u�2��1 j : u 2 [1;1);in the integral of (14), then we �nd out that����Z 10 [e�u�2 � e�u�2��1 ℄e�u�1q�2u�1=2�xdu����� Z 10 u1=2�xdu+ Z 11 je�u�2 � e�u�2��1 ju1=2�xdu; x 2 (1=2; 3=2):Sine both integrals on the right are �nite values whenever x 2 (1=2; 3=2),and they do not depend on q, we haveB(x; q) = O(q1�2x); x 2 (1=2; 3=2); (15)where the absolute onstant depends only on �.By (15), the equation (13) beomesZ 1�1(1� �(1�x)=2+iu=2)��0(x� iu)U(x+ iu)j�(1� x� iu)j j�(x+ iu)j2du= O0�Xq�1 log qq1+2(x�1=2)1A ; x 2 (1; 3=2):This ompletes the proof of Lemma 1.4 Proof of Theorem 1In this setion, we omplete a proof of Theorem 1.There are mainly two more things to aomplish.They are expressed in the following lemmas:Lemma 4. Let 1=2+Æ�iT be a nontrivial zero of the Riemann �-funtionand � > 0 arbitrary. Then the following integralZ T+�T�� �0(x� iu)j�(1� x+ iu)jdudiverges to 1 in magnitude as x! 1=2 + Æ.Lemma 5. For any �xed real numbers a and � , there exists a onstantB� depending only on � > 0 suh that����Z 1�1(1 � �(1�x)=2+iu=2)�(x� 1=2 + a� iu+ i� )�(x+ iu)�(1 � x+ iu)du����� B� 1Xq=1 1q3=2�a+2(x�1=2) : (16)So let us explain how we use these lemmas.With the well-known identity�0(s)�(s) =X�n � 1s� �n + 1�n �� 1s� 1 +R(s); (17)6



where the sum runs over all the nontrivial zeros of the Riemann �-funtion,and R(s) inreases in the order of magnitude at most log jtj as jtj =j=(s)j ! 1, and it is analyti in the right half-plane <x > 0, we ouldrewrite the integral of (11) asZ 1�1(1 � �(1�x)=2+iu=2)��0(x� iu)�(x� iu) �(1� x+ iu)�(x+ iu)du= Z 1�1(1� �(1�x)=2+iu=2)[L1(x+ iu) + L2(x+ iu)℄�(1 � x+ iu)�(x+ iu)du+E;(18)where L1(x + iu) is a part of the sum on the right of (17) all of whoseterms have poles on the losed left half-plane <s � 1=2+Æ and L2(x+ iu)is the leftover all of whose terms have poles on the open right half-plane<s > 1=2 + Æ; the term E stands for the integral whih ontains the partR(s) of (17).First, if we reall the preise expression for the right member of theinequality (1), then it is easy to see that the analyti ontinuation of thesum Z 1�1(1� �(1�x)=2+iu=2)L1(x+ iu)�(x+ iu)�(1 � x+ iu)du+ Z 1�1(1� �(1�x)=2+iu=2)L2(x+ iu)�(x+ iu)�(1 � x+ iu)du=: L1(x) + L2(x)to the half-plane <x > 1=2 exists.At this point, we note that by existene of the analyti ontinuationof L1(x) + L2(x) to the open half-plane <x > 1=2 and by Lemma 4, theonly two ases where suh an existene is possible arejL1(x)j ! 1 and jL2(x)j ! 1; as x! 1=2 + Æ;and jL1(x)j <1 and jL2(x)j <1; as x! 1=2 + Æ:Eah of these ases an be treated by the same method below, and sowe do not mention a spei� hoie here.Sine it is hard to get an expliit expression for the analyti ontinua-tion of L2(x) for <x � 1, we work with the analyti ontinuation of L1(x)whose integral representation is valid for <x > 1=2 + Æ.Now, if we reall Lemma 4, then all the zeros �n on the vertial line<s = 1=2�Æ (the minus sign attahed to Æ is by the fator j�(1�x�iu)j�1)are the only zeros whih ontribute to the1-divergene of the term L1(x).(Note that j�(1� x� iu)j = j�(1� x+ iu)j whenever x is real.) Hene, ifwe subtrat only one suh diverging term, denoted by Q(x), from L1(x)by means of Lemma 5, then the di�ereneL1(x) + L2(x)�Q(x)now diverges to 1 in magnitude as x! 1=2 + Æ.(In partiular, we may hoose in Lemma 5, a = �Æ and � = T .)A ontradition then follows (sine by the right side of Lemma 5, anysuh term Q(x) does not diverge to 1 in magnitude as x ! 1=2 + Æ),whih ompletes the proof of Theorem 1.In the rest of this setion, we prove Lemmas 4 and 5.7



4.1 Proof of Lemma 4In this subsetion, we prove Lemma 4.Using the power series expansions about the point s = 1=2 + Æ � iTand s = 1=2� Æ + iT�0(x� iu) = Xk�n kk[x� iu� (1=2 + Æ � iT )℄k�1�(1� x+ iu) = Xk�n dk[1� x+ iu� (1=2� Æ + iT )℄k= Xk�n(�1)kdk[x� 1=2� iu� Æ + iT )℄k= Xk�n(�1)kdk[x� iu� (1=2 + Æ � iT )℄k;respetively, we have for � > 0 suÆiently small and x real numbers,Z T+�T�� �0(x� iu)j�(1� x+ iu)jdu= Z T+�T�� nn[x� iu� (1=2 + Æ � iT )℄n�1 + onjdn[x� iu� (1=2 + Æ � iT )℄n + on+1jdu= Z T+�T�� H(x+ iu) + ojg�10 jjdn[x� iu� (1=2 + Æ � iT )℄ + o2jdu= Z T+�T�� H(x+ iu) + ojg�10 jjdnjjx � iu� (1=2 + Æ � iT )j(1 + o)du= Z T+�T�� H(x+ iu) + ojg�10 jjdnjjx � iu� (1=2 + Æ � iT )jdu+O(1);here g0 is de�ned by jg0j = jnnj;and H(x+ iu) = [x� iu� (1=2 + Æ � iT )℄n�1jx� iu� (1=2 + Æ � iT )jn�1 ;in addition, we used the following estimate11� r = 1 +O(r); r < 1in the fourth equality.Sine jHj = 1 by de�nition, and it is ontinuous, we have either j<Hj >1=4 or j=Hj > 1=4 for x+ iu suÆiently lose to the point 1=2 + Æ + iT .Finally, sine the integralZ T+�T�� 1jx� iu� (1=2 + Æ � iT )jdudiverges to 1 as x! 1=2 + Æ, we obtain the lemma.To see the divergene of the last integral,Z T+�T�� 1[(x� 1=2 � Æ)2 + (u� T )2℄1=2 du = Z �=(x�1=2�Æ)��=(x�1=2�Æ) 1[1 + v2℄1=2 dv;and so as x! 1=2 + Æ, we haveZ T+�T�� 1[(x� 1=2� Æ)2 + (u� T )2℄1=2 du!1: (19)8



Note 1. By hoosing � appropriately, we an make the integrand of (1)nonzero and real at the point 1=2 + Æ + iT . This is required for the 1-divergene of L1(x) aused by a pole, (not by a rare ase of divergene bythe sum of �nite values; and we an anel out this singularity and geta ontradition as mentioned above) as x ! 1=2 + Æ, sine its imaginarypart, whether diverging or not, anels out with its omplex onjugate.Note 2. The produt of H and U also has the same property that jHU j =1. Hene, Lemma 4 holds for our original integrand in (1).4.2 Proof of Lemma 5In this setion, we give a proof of Lemma 5.Multiplying both sides of (10) by q�1=2+a�i� , we haveZ 1�1(1� �(1�x)=2+iu=2)q�x�1=2+a+iu�i��(1� x+ iu)�(x+ iu)du= 4�1=2+2(1�x)B(x; q)q�3=2+a�i� : (20)Summing through all q � 1, we obtain the lemma.5 Disussion for our methodIn this �nal setion, we make some notes on our argument.The author was extremely onfused by the fat that while Lemma 4holds, the diverging integral of the same lemma an be atually aneledout by integral of the form appearing in Lemma 5, whih, as the rightmember of the same equation implies, does not diverge as x! 1=2 + Æ.In partiular, one may argue that our whole argument of this paper iswrong by applying the argument just desribed above to the zeros on theritial line.But the proof of Lemma 4 seems to be orret.We present here one reason why our argument an atually work.The key point in resolving this diÆulty lies in the fat that all theintegrals we have dealt with in this paper onverges only onditionally, ifit an onverge, as x! 1=2 + Æ.On the other hand, we note that if the integrand is shown to have theform Z T+�T�� 1j�(x� iu)jg(x+ iu)du; as x! 1=2 + Æ (g 6= 0);then the integral does diverge to 1 in magnitude as x ! 1=2 + Æ. Butagain, we an anel this diverging integral with ones appearing in Lemma5, whih, on the ontrary, onverges.What makes this phenomenon, that is, the same integral expressionan be both diverging to 1 in magnitude or onverging, possible is thatthe integral expression in question has the property whih onditionally-onverging series have; one may reall that a onditionally-onvergingseries an be rearranged so that we an make it onverge to any �nitenumber, or even we an make it diverge to 1 in magnitude.If we see our onfusing situation from this point of view, we an realizethat in fat, whether it diverges or not, subtrating the same integralterm (with its integrand having a singularity) from one integral termdoes make the di�erene 0; that is, in the terminology of rearrangements9



of onditionally-onverging series P an, whether the partial sums of therearranged seriesP a0n(x) diverge or not as x! 1=2+ Æ, the partial sumsof the di�erenelimN!1" NXi=1(a0n(x)� a0n(x))# ; 1Xi=1 a0n(x)� 1Xi=1 a0n(x)is zero for x > 1=2 + Æ, and so it an not diverge to 1 in magnitude asx! 1=2 + Æ.We end this disussion by advising the reader to �nd an error in thispaper, and/or to hek the argument of this setion.Referenes[1℄ E. M. Stein and R. Shakarhi, Fourier Analysis (Prineton Leturesin Analysis, Prineton University Press, Prineton, 2003).[2℄ E. C. Tithmarsh, The Theory of the Riemann Zeta-Funtion (Oxford,1951).
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